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Before indulging into DFAs

• Let’s review some basic concepts:

• Languages

• Grammars

• Automata



Languages

• Complement 

• Reverse

• Concatenation

• : easy            

• Star-closure                                       [Kleene closure]

• Positive closure                                  [Kleene plus]



Grammars

• A grammar is defined as a quadruple

where     is a finite set of objects called variables,

is a finite set of objects called terminal symbols,

is a special symbol called the start variable,

is a finite set of productions.

Sets       are nonempty and disjoint.



Grammars – cont’d

•

• This is written as           :     derives  

Production rule



Grammars – cont’d

• Let                      be a grammar. Then the set

is the language generated by  

• If               then the sequence

is a derivation of the sentence 



Automata

• Input file

• Storage

• Control unit

• Internal states

• Transition function

• Configuration

• Move



Automata – cont’d



A deterministic finite accepter is defined by the quintuple

a finite set of internal states

a finite set of symbols – input alphabet

a total function – transition function

the initial state

a set of final states

Deterministic Finite Accepters





Deterministic Finite Accepters

• Transition graphs – clear and intuitive

- Vertices = states

- Edges = transitions



Initial state



Transition



Final state(s)



Internal state(s)



Deterministic Finite Accepters

• Deterministic finite accepter

Transition graph 

[Example 1]

where    is given by



Deterministic Finite Accepters



Deterministic Finite Accepters

• Extended transition function

[Idea] 

Formally, we can define     recursively by



Languages and DFAs

• The language accepted by a DFA                          

is the set of all strings on     accepted by 

• Formally,



Languages and DFAs

[Example 2] Find  



Languages and DFAs

Theorem

For every 

if and only if there is in       [ a walk with

label     from     to     ]

Proof – Simple induction.



Languages and DFAs

[Example 3] Find a deterministic finite accepter that recognizes 

the set of all strings on               with the prefix  



Languages and DFAs

[Example 4] Find a DFA that accepts all the strings on , 

except those containing the substring 



Regular Languages

• is regular there exists some DFA     s.t.

[Example 5] Show that the language

is regular.

– How about               ?



Nondeterministic Finite Accepters

A deterministic finite accepter is defined by the quintuple

a finite set of internal states

a finite set of symbols – input alphabet

a total function – transition function

the initial state

a set of final states



A nondeterministic finite accepter is defined by the quintuple

a finite set of internal states

a finite set of symbols – input alphabet

a total function – transition function

the initial state

a set of final states

Nondeterministic Finite Accepters



Nondeterministic Finite Accepters



Nondeterministic Finite Accepters

• Extended transition function for NFA

There is a walk in the transition graph
from     to     labeled 



Languages and NFAs

• The language accepted by a DFA                          

is the set of all strings on     accepted by 

• Formally,



Languages and NFAs

• The language accepted by a NFA

is the set of all strings on     accepted by 

• Formally,



Equivalence of Finite Accepters

• are equivalent if 

• In what sense are DFAs and NFAs different?





“NFA-to-DFA”



Next seminar

• Regular Languages

• Regular Expressions

• Regular Grammars

• Some programming


